
Where simplicity of nature becomes extraordinary



The Hotel

The Singular Hotel Patagonia is the transition 
between our small existence and the majestic, 

eternal surroundings. Declared national heritage in 
1996, The Singular Patagonia, Puerto Bories Hotel, is 

a unique historic destination, set in a privilege
 setting and location which position it as one of the 

best in the south. Live a luxurious experience in what 
is known as the end of the world route.



EVENTS

The meeting room located outside the hotel preserves the 
old and historical design, surrounded by an awe-inspiring 

atmosphere that, quite simply, makes people think 
differently. Perfect to lounge new projects, to meet and to 

let new ideas come. 

Different gastronomic alternatives available: Brunch, 
open bar, Coffee Breaks, lunch and Dinner for memorable 

celebrations at the end of the world.



Classic architecture with amazing fjords views, 
an historical environment, quiet and comfortable, 
perfect for different setups with inspiring natural 

surroundings.

MEETING ROOM

Details:

111 mts2

Capacity: 100 people

Board Table
30

U-Table 
30

Audience
80

School
36

Cocktail
100



MEETING ROOM



EL ASADOR



With a rustic and historic style, this infrastructure 
that preserves the façade of the nineteenth century, 
is transformed into a gastronomic space where the 

tasting of typical dishes of the area, are the main 
attraction for our gastronomic clients.

Tuesday to Saturday from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Fixed Menu. Vegan and 
Pescetarian menu available. Previous reservation required, limited places 
for guests and visitors. Available for private groups and events.



A singular gourmet luxury

Exploring Patagonia is as exciting as sitting down 

and enjoying our gourmet preparations. Taste 

these unique sensations. A singular gourmet

 luxury with local ingredients such as hare, lamb, 

king crab, white berries, rhubarb, seaweed and 

honey that provide a sensorial experience. A 

reinterpretation of regional recipes that rescue the 

culture of the area and the richness of its products.



C o n t a c t  u s

www.thesingular.com
Landline + 56 2 230 68810 / + 56 6 127 22030

patagoniareservas@thesingular.com
infopatagonia@thesingular.com

aherrera@thesingular.com
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